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A case study
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National Background
♦Political arena
♦Educational changes
♦Development role of higher education
♦Participation in social needs
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Community
Engagement

Institutional background
♦UFS: Leading university in community
engagement
♦Community service policy
♦Partnership context
♦True engaged African university
♦Service learning pedagogy
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The School of Nursing
♦Service learning
♦Curriculum-based engagement
♦Sustainable partnerships
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Case Study background
♦Cooperation within the School of
Nursing
♦First year students within generic
degree
♦Post-basic nursing education
students
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Partnership background
♦Pioneering
♦Sustainability
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Triad and inter-disciplinary
partnership
♦The higher education institution
♦The service sector partners
♦The community
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Quality management
♦Good practice guide
♦Self-evaluation instruments
♦Quality indicators
♦Course level
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Quality Indicators
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Collaboration
Maintenance
Monitoring and
evaluation
Demonstration and
celebration
Expansion or termination
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Partnerships are designed to be
collaborative
♦Select appropriate partners
♦Clarify roles, expectations and
benefits
♦Identify needs
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Partnerships are maintained
♦Communication mechanisms
♦Support and training
♦Share research findings with
community
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Anything is possible in the
COMMUNITY ….

Impact is monitored and
evaluated
♦General success
♦Structured discussions among
partners
♦Reflective meetings
♦Network
♦Role modelling
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Partnerships are expanded or
terminated
♦Annual termination
♦Saturation
♦Stabilising factor
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Completion of the course is
demonstrated and celebrated
♦Networking
♦Celebration
♦Recognition
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